Recognition memory reveals just how CONTRASTIVE contrastive accented really is
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**Abstract**

The effects of pitch accenting on memory were investigated in three experiments. Participants listened to short recorded discourses that contained contrast sets with two items (e.g. British scientists and French scientists); a continuation specified one item from the set. Pitch accenting on the critical word in the continuation was manipulated between non-contrastive (H* in the ToBI system) and contrastive (L + H*). On subsequent recognition memory tests, the L + H* accent increased hits to correct statements and correct rejections of the contrast item (Experiments 1–3), but did not impair memory for other parts of the discourse (Experiment 2). L + H* also did not facilitate correct rejections of lures not in the contrast set (Experiment 3), indicating that contrastive accents do not simply strengthen the representation of the target item. These results suggest comprehenders use pitch accenting to encode and update information about multiple elements in a contrast set.
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**Introduction**

The present study investigates the mechanisms by which pitch accents affect memory in language comprehension. Theories of intonation have proposed that prominent words are marked with pitch accents, realized acoustically as changes in fundamental frequency ($F_0$), increased duration, and greater intensity (see Ladd (1996), for a review). Pitch accents have been argued to reflect discourse structure; for instance, referents that are new to a discourse, that are unpredictable, or that are in focus are more likely to be produced with a pitch accent. In turn, pitch accents influence both online language comprehension and offline memory and meta-linguistic judgments (for review, see Cutler, Dahan, and van Donselaar (1997) and Wagner and Watson (in press)).

However, the specific mechanisms by which pitch accenting affects processing remain to be determined. In the present paper, we compare identification, granularity, and contrast-based accounts of the effects of pitch accents.

How do pitch accents affect processing?

We present evidence that differences between pitch accents may affect discourse comprehension through their effects on a listener’s representation of contrast items, as revealed by later memory for the discourse.
discourse status with pitch accents (or the lack thereof) may allow listeners to complete this process more quickly. In a strong version of this view, pitch accents may speed the construction of a discourse representation, but once the discourse status of all referents has been fixed, pitch accenting does not alter the nature of the resulting representation.

Indeed, in some cases, pitch accenting has been observed to affect only early stages of language comprehension. Sanford and Eimas (2008) presented participants with short, recorded discourses such as (1a) and (1b) below. (Capital letters indicate contrastive accents throughout.)

(1a) It was the ROBIN that ate the apple. The bird seemed very satisfied.
(1b) What the robin ate was the APPLE. The bird seemed very satisfied.

In (1a), the -cleft placed the robin in linguistic focus (i.e., as the answer to the implicit question “Who ate the apple?”), and robin received a contrastive pitch accent. In (1b), the cleft places the apple in focus, and rather than robin is pitch accent. Almor and Eimas found that placing the robin in focus sped an immediate lexical decision—cued by a tone—to the anaphor the bird. However, clefting and pitch accenting had no effect on performance in a later cued recall task in which participants were asked, Who ate the fruit? Almor and Eimas interpreted these results as suggesting that pitch accents and other manipulations of focus speed initial processing but have no consequence for long-term memory for typical discourses.

But other theories propose that pitch accents can also modulate later memory for a discourse. For example, Sanford, Sanford, Molle, and Emmott (2006) proposed a granularity account in which pitch accenting and other manipulations of linguistic focus increase the specificity of semantic representations. Supporting this, Sanford et al. found that focus modulates performance in a change detection task (Simons & Levin, 1997). In the task used by Sanford et al., participants were twice presented with short, recorded discourses and asked to detect whether any of the words changed between the first and second presentations. In a broad focus condition such as (2a), the target word was spoken with a non-contrastive accent (an H’ accent in the ToBI system; reviewed below) and the discourse established an implicit question (What happened?) that is answered by the entire second sentence. In a narrow focus condition such as (2b), the target word was spoken with a contrastive accent (L + H’ in ToBI) and the implicit question specifically questioned which money had stolen.

(2a) They wanted to find out what had happened. The money from the wallet had gone missing. Thefts in the area were becoming all too common.
(2b) They wanted to find out which money had been stolen. The money from the WALLET had gone missing. Thefts in the area were becoming all too common.

Sanford et al. found that the ability of participants to detect a one-word alteration such as changing wallet to purse was superior in the narrow focus condition than in the broad focus condition. This difference indicates that manipulations of focus can affect not only initial processing time, as predicted by an identification account, but also subsequent representations of a discourse. However, because both the pitch accents and prior discourse context differed between conditions in their experiment, it is not clear which of the two drove this effect.

Sanford et al. argued that the difference in performance between (2a) and (2b) is consistent with an account in which focus modulates the specificity of semantic representations. For instance, the broad focus in (2a) might lead listeners to encode wallet at a superordinate level (accessory), which would be insufficient for detecting the change to purse, whereas the narrow focus in (2b) leads to a more specific encoding of wallet. This theory predicts that the focus manipulation should matter less in distinguishing two words that are members of separate semantic categories, such as wallet and bank, because encoding at even a superordinate level should be sufficient for this distinction. And, as predicted, the magnitude of the focus effect was larger when the target word was changed to a word in the same semantic category (wallet to purse) than one in a different one (wallet to bank).

The granularity account is also consistent with the effects of other manipulations of linguistic focus. Performance on a change detection task is also enhanced by pseudoclefting (Sturt, Sanford, Stewart, & Dawydiak, 2004) and by italicization of written words (Sanford et al., 2006), which, like pitch accenting, have been argued to be related to linguistic focus (McAteer, 1992). Using -clefts, Birch and Garnsey (1995) tested the effects of focus on priming of word naming. They visually presented subjects with sentences such as (3a) or (3b). In (3a), the critical word present is not in focus, but in (3b) the cleft construction brings present into focus.

(3a) The card on the present was addressed to the little girl’s mother.
(3b) It was the present that had surprised and thrilled the girl’s mother.

Immediately after the prime sentence, participants completed a naming task. The target in the naming task was phonologically or semantically related to the prior critical word but was not a discourse alternative. For example, after present, participants might have to name the semantically related word gift. These related items were slower to be named when the critical word had been in focus. For example, naming gift after present took longer when present appeared in focus than when it did not. These data are consistent with a granularity account: when a word like present is focused, readers may represent it more specifically and that leads to less activation of related words like gift. Crucially, the granularity account predicts that any benefit to discourse representation occurs because the target word itself is represented more specifically.

Effects of pitch accenting can also be explained by what we will call a contrast representation account: differences in pitch accents might also modulate the representation of a contrast item, not just the accented word itself. For
instance, the L + H* pitch accent on *wallet* in the Sanford et al. (2006) study might have led participants to consider *purse* as a possible contrast item for *wallet*, which could facilitate their later awareness of this change. Evidence for this position comes from Braun and Tagliapietra (in press), who compared the effects of pitch accenting types on two types of words: words that were semantically related to a prime but not necessarily contrastive (similar to Birch & Garney’s items), and words that specifically contrasted with a prime. Participants listened to utterances like (4) and then had to make a lexical decision for a visually presented word.

(4) Our neighbors assembled an antenna.

Braun and Tagliapietra manipulated the type of pitch accent placed on the last word of the spoken utterance. A contrastive accent on the word facilitated lexical decision times to the visual target, but only if the visual target contrasted with the word that received the contrastive accent. For instance, the contrastive accent facilitated responses to *dish*, which contrasts with *antenna*, but not to *television*, which is semantically related to *antenna* but not contrastive. This facilitation is not predicted by the granularity account, which proposes that contrastive accents lead to a more specific representation of the target that should have been less apt to spread activation to the contrastive word. Instead, this result suggests that pitch accents may influence representations of a contrast item instead of, or in addition to, the accented item itself. Importantly, this result also suggests that the effects of contrastive accents may differ for items inside and outside of a contrast set.

These three accounts of the mechanisms of pitch accent effects have not yet been directly pitted against one another. Comparisons are further complicated by the fact that, although clefting and contrastive accents have both been argued to imply contrast, in many experiments the contrast set was explicitly specified. For instance, the contrastive accent facilitated responses to *dish*, which contrasts with *antenna*, but not to *television*, which is semantically related to *antenna* but not contrastive. This facilitation is not predicted by the granularity account, which proposes that contrastive accents lead to a more specific representation of the target that should have been less apt to spread activation to the contrastive word. Instead, this result suggests that pitch accents may influence representations of a contrast item instead of, or in addition to, the accented item itself. Importantly, this result also suggests that the effects of contrastive accents may differ for items inside and outside of a contrast set.

In the present study, we investigate the mechanisms underlying the processing of pitch accents by assessing recognition memory for facts about discourses in which the contrast set was explicitly specified. This technique allows us to test predictions of the accounts regarding the effects of pitch accents on hits to correct discourse information, correct rejections of false information that was part of the contrast set, and correct rejections of false information not part of the contrast set. We compare two of the most studied pitch accent types in American English: the accents labeled H* and L + H* in the ToBI framework of prosodic transcription for American English (Beckman & Elam, 1997; Pitrelli, Beckman, & Hirschberg, 1994; Silverman et al., 1992).

**Pitch accent types**

In the ToBI system, the H* accent represents a high pitch target with fundamental frequency (F0) high in the speaker’s range. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) argued that this accent type is associated with information that is discourse-new but not contrastive. Some experimental work has supported this account. For example, Chen, den Os, and de Ruijter (2007) compared listeners’ interpretation of several types of pitch accents in British English using the Transcription of Dutch Intonation system (ToBI; Gussenhoven, 2005). Using the visual world paradigm, Chen et al. found that one of two ToBI pitch accent types corresponding to American English H* cued attention to new referents, although results were mixed for the other accent type. However, other experiments (e.g. Watson, Gunlogson, & Tanenhaus, 2008) have found that H* may be interpreted by listeners more broadly to refer to any information that had been less salient, whether it is discourse-new or not.

ToBI distinguishes the H* accent from the L + H* accent, which consists of an initial low pitch followed by a sharp rise to a high target on the accented syllable. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) argued that the L + H* accent is associated with information that is contrastive. For instance, in (5b) below, *projector* is simply new information and would likely receive an H* accent in Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg’s account. In (6b), however, *projector* contrasts with an already mentioned referent, monitor, and would receive an L + H* accent.

(5a) What did Eric fix?
(5b) Eric fixed the projector.
(6a) Did Eric fix the monitor?
(6b) Eric fixed the PROJECTOR.

Eye-tracking experiments have supported the association of the L + H* accent with contrast: an L + H* accent, but not an H* accent, cued attention to a referent that contrasts with a previously mentioned one. For instance, consider a set of utterances like (7), (8) and (9) below (from Watson et al., 2008):

(7) Click on the camel and the dog.
(8) Move the dog to the right of the square.
(9) Now, put the camel above the square.

After (7), *dog* and *camel* formed a paired set, providing the opportunity for *camel* to be contrasted with *dog* in (9). Using the visual world paradigm, Watson et al. found that when listeners heard an H* accent, there was an increase in fixations to both the contrast item *camel* and a similar sounding unmentioned object like *candle*. But when listeners heard an L + H* accent, there was an increase in fixations only to the contrast item *camel*, supporting the theory that L + H* is related to a contrastive interpretation. Similarly, an L + H* accent on a color adjective directed listeners’ attention to an item that contrasts in color with the last-mentioned item, such as a red ball followed by a blue ball (Ito & Speer, 2008; Weber, Braun, & Crocker, 2006; but see Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, and Carlson (1999), for a
similar task in which no effect of L + H* vs. H* was observed. These effects did not obtain when the target referent did not contrast with the previous one; in fact, an L + H* accent placed on a non-contrastive referring expression misdirected attention to a referent that is contrastive rather than the correct target referent (Ito & Speer, 2008).

It is presently debated whether the difference between H and L + H* is qualitative (e.g. Chafe, 1974; Cutler & Isard, 1980; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990; Selkirk, 2002) or quantitative (e.g. Ladd & Schepman, 2003). In the present study, we investigated the effects of differences in pitch accents without making assumptions about the nature of the differences between those accents.

**Present study**

Given that H* and L + H* accents have different effects on online processing, they can be used to test the mechanisms by which pitch accents affect language comprehension. In the present study, we examined the effects of these accents on listeners’ memory for short, recorded discourses. Each discourse began with a short context passage that established two contrast sets, each of which contained two items. For example, the context passage (10) establishes two sets: one between British and French, and the other between Malaysia and Indonesia. Each context passage was then followed by a continuation passage such as (11) that mentioned one word from each contrast set.

(10) Both the British and the French biologists had been searching Malaysia and Indonesia for the endangered monkeys.

(11) Finally, the (British/French) spotted one of the monkeys in (Malaysia/Indonesia) and planted a radio tag on it.

In our experiments, we tested how the pitch accent type (H* vs. L + H*) on the critical words in the continuation affected subsequent recognition memory for those details (e.g., whether the British or the French spotted the monkey). In Experiment 1, we tested whether pitch accents have consequences for later memory for a discourse. Effects of pitch accent type on long-term memory for a discourse is predicted by both the granularity account, in which a contrastive accent leads to encoding of the accentured information at a deeper level, and the contrast representation account, in which a contrastive accent leads to additional encoding about the contrast item. However, in an identification account, pitch accenting is largely limited to facilitating the initial recognition of discourse status and might not have consequences for long-term memory. In Experiment 2, we then tested whether the mnemonic effects of pitch accent type are due to enhanced memory for portions of the discourse with the contrastive L + H* accent, as predicted by the granularity and contrast representation accounts, or impaired memory for portions without it. Finally, in Experiment 3, we compared the granularity and contrast representation accounts by independently assessing rejections of the contrast item and of an unmentioned but same-category item. The contrast representation account predicts that a contrastive accent should selectively facilitate rejections of the contrast item, whereas the granularity account predicts that any benefit in rejection should apply equally to both types of lures.

**Experiment 1**

Experiment 1 used a forced-choice recognition memory to investigate whether differences in pitch accent type affect memory in language comprehension. Both the granularity and contrast representation accounts predict that pitch accents should alter encoding of a discourse and facilitate memory for it. On the other hand, the identification account describes pitch accenting as mainly affecting listeners’ initial identification of the discourse status of referents and not long-term memory.

To date, evidence on the effects of pitch accenting on long-term memory has been mixed. Sanford et al. (2006) found that the L + H* accent facilitated performance on a change detection task, relative to the H* accent. However, in the Sanford et al. experiment, the presence of an L + H* accent was confounded with the prior discourse context; it is possible that the differences they observed were due solely to the discourse context. Evidence for this possibility comes from Cutler and Fodor (1979), who manipulated focus using prior discourse context and found that words in focus were better remembered, even while intonational contours were held constant. Thus, it is possible that the effects observed by Sanford et al. are the result of the manipulation of discourse context and not that of prosody. Effects of pitch accenting on test might also depend on retention interval or test type: Almor and Eimas (2008) found no effect of contrastive pitch accenting on a cued recall test that came after a longer retention interval. Thus, Experiment 1 tested effects of pitch accent types on memory while holding discourse content constant and with a lag between study and test.

**Method**

**Participants**

In this and all subsequent experiments, the participants were native speakers of English at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with no reported vision or hearing difficulties, who participated for course credit or cash compensation. Fourteen individuals participated in Experiment 1.

**Materials**

Participants listened to 48 prerecorded discourses recorded by a female research assistant with an Inland Northern American English accent (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006), appropriate for the region. Each discourse began with a short context passage such as (10), reproduced below as (12), that established two contrast sets, each containing two items. The context passage was followed by a continuation passage such as (13) that mentioned one member of each contrast set. The items chosen from each contrast
set in the continuation passage were independently randomized across subjects. Contrast sets differed in their grammatical and thematic roles across stories.

(12) Both the British and the French biologists had been searching Malaysia and Indonesia for the endangered monkeys.

(13) Finally, the (British/French) spotted one of the monkeys in (Malaysia/Indonesia) and planted a radio tag on it.

A complete list of stories used is available in Appendix A.

Pitch accenting was manipulated in 24 of the stories, the critical stories. Each critical story was presented in one of two conditions: either the first critical word in the continuation received an L + H* (contrastive) accent and the second critical word received an H* accent, or vice versa. Critical stories were randomly assigned to conditions for each participant, with the constraint that an equal number of stories were presented in each condition, and presented in a random order.

Acoustic analyses were conducted to verify that the H* and L + H* conditions in the critical stories differed. Because pitch accents are argued to be realized on the syllable carrying primary stress (e.g. Ladd, 1996), analyses were conducted both on the stressed syllable of the critical word alone and the entire critical word. Table 1 presents means and standard errors for intensity, duration, maximum pitch, difference between maximum and minimum pitch, and mean pitch for both stressed syllables and on entire words. The H* and L + H* conditions differed reliably on all measures both within the stressed syllable and across the entire word. Fig. 1 displays a stylized representation of the pitch contours on the stressed syllable for the H* and L + H* conditions.

To ensure that the stimuli differed only in the pitch accents on the target words, stimuli were created by splicing the critical word into a carrier sentence that was identical across conditions. This procedure raises the concern that the resulting stimuli may have sounded unnatural to the participants. However, in a post-experiment survey, none of the participants in any of the three experiments reported noticing that the audio had been spliced or sounded unusual.

The other 24 stories were filler stories that followed the same format as the critical stories, but were heard with H* accents on both critical words.

**Procedure**

Each participant was informed that they would be listening to stories and that their memory for the stories would later be tested. The specific format of the memory test was not described to participants. Participants performed the task on a computer running MATLAB 7.1 and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).

Participants were first allowed to adjust the volume of the computer speakers to a comfortable level. Participants then began with a study phase in which they listened to all 48 stories, presented in randomized order. There was a 5 s delay between each story. Additionally, after participants had listened to 24 stories, a message on the computer informed participants that they were halfway through and allowed them to take a break before continuing with the other 24 stories.

---

**Table 1**

Mean acoustic measures by accent type for Experiment 1 materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>H*</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>L + H*</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>F(1, 95)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stressed syllable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity (dB)</td>
<td>68.97</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>72.45</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>100.44</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (ms)</td>
<td>231.52</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>388.44</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>191.09</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>221.80</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>305.69</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>462.42</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch difference (Hz)</td>
<td>53.69</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>131.09</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>108.53</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>194.93</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>249.45</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>155.83</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entire word</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity (dB)</td>
<td>68.40</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>71.08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>77.52</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (ms)</td>
<td>399.50</td>
<td>11.92</td>
<td>658.13</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>633.81</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>230.24</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>301.61</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>399.45</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch difference (Hz)</td>
<td>81.27</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>180.66</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>274.36</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>191.78</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>212.58</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>33.36</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once participants had listened to all 48 stories, they proceeded to the test phase. In the test phase, memory for each story was tested in the same order in which the stories were presented in the study phase. Each story was displayed with both the context and continuation passages displayed visually on the screen, with the two critical words in the continuation replaced by underscores, as in (14). The stories were not re-presented aurally during the test phase.

(14) Both the British and the French biologists had been searching Malaysia and Indonesia for the endangered monkeys. Finally, the ______ spotted one of the monkeys in _____ and planted a radio tag on it.

Within each story, memory was tested one contrast set at a time. The two words in the contrast set were displayed on the screen and participants indicated the correct word by pressing a key on the keyboard. There was a 500 ms delay between the two tests within a story and a 1000 ms delay between stories.

Results

Recognition memory accuracy was analyzed as a function of accent type and position within a story (first or second critical word). Mean accuracy in each condition is displayed in Fig. 2.

For categorical measures such as forced choice responses, ANOVA models are inappropriate (Jaeger, 2008). Consequently, data were analyzed using a multi-level logit model to model the log odds of a correct response on each trial. The model included fixed effects for pitch accent, position, and their interaction, and with crossed random intercepts for subjects and items. Fixed effects were coded using mean-centered contrast coding. The model was fit in the R software package (R Development Core Team, 2008) with Laplace estimation using the lmer() function of the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Dai, 2008).

Table 2 displays parameter estimates for the model. The odds of correct recognition were approximately 3.38 times (95% CI: [2.09, 5.50]) greater for words heard with the L + H* accent (M = 91% correct) than for words heard with the H* accent (M = 77% correct). The main effect of position was not significant, nor was the interaction of position and accent type.

Discussion

Experiment 1 found that words receiving an L + H* accent were remembered better than words receiving an H* accent. Because memory was not tested for any story until all the stories had been presented, participants’ memory was being tested approximately 30 min after hearing the story. Yet, a memory benefit from the L + H* accent persisted.

This difference is predicted by both the granularity and contrast representation hypotheses, which propose that pitch accents result in improved encoding of semantic or discourse information, but not one in which pitch accents serve only to speed the initial identification of discourse status.

Experiment 1 thus extends prior findings about the effects of pitch accents on immediate memory for a discourse (e.g. Sanford et al., 2006) to later memory for that discourse. Moreover, because pitch accent type was the only factor manipulated, the results cannot be attributed to some of the confounding factors, such as prior discourse context, present in prior work. This benefit of pitch accenting on memory differs from the results of Almor and Eimas (2008), who found no effect of pitch accenting on memory in normal discourse. Although the reason for this discrepancy is not immediately clear, one reason may be that the discourses used by Almor and Eimas were substantially shorter and simpler than the ones in the present experiment.

An alternate interpretation of the mnemonic effects in Experiment 1, however, is not that the L + H* accent facilitated memory relative to its baseline level, but that memory for a word was impaired if a different word received the L + H* accent. Recall that when one critical word received an H* accent, the other always received an L + H* accent. Possibly, this L + H* accent elsewhere in the story might have diverted attention away from the H* word and resulted in poorer memory for that contrast set.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effect</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* accent</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second position</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* accent × second position</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effect s^2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Fixed effect estimates (top) and variance estimates (bottom) for multi-level logit model of correct recognition in Experiment 1 (N = 672, log-likelihood: −273.1).

Fig. 2. Mean recognition accuracy in Experiment 1 as a function of pitch accent type and critical word position.
Some data from Experiment 1 provide a test of this account. Recall that in filler continuations, both test words received an H* accent, whereas in critical continuations one test word received an H* accent and one received an L+H* accent. If the pitch accent effect is due to the L+H* word impairing memory for other information, memory for the H* words should be worse when a different word has received an L+H* (critical trials) compared to when no word received an H* (filler trials). To test this possibility, an additional multi-level logit model compared memory for H* words on filler trials, which contained no L+H* accent at all, with H* words on critical trials, where the other referent had an L+H* accent. This model found a reliable effect of trial type; the odds of correctly remembering a word with an H* were 1.52 times greater (95% CI: [1.09, 2.10]) when no words received L+H* (M = 84% accurate) than when another word received an L+H* accent (M = 77% accurate), Wald z = 2.50, p < .05.

However, in Experiment 1, the text of the stories was not rotated through the critical and filler conditions. That is, the stories which did not contain an L+H* accent were always different stories than the stories that did, so the presence of an L+H* accent was confounded with the story content. This confound makes it difficult to tease apart enhancement or impairment accounts using the Experiment 1 data.

Experiment 2 more effectively evaluated the effect of an L+H* accent on both contrast sets by independently manipulating the accent on each critical word in a 2 x 2 factorial design.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, participants listened to stories of the same format as in Experiment 1. However, the pitch accent type on each critical word in the continuation was independently manipulated, so that some contained two words with L+H* accents, some stories had one, and some stories had none. The four possible versions of the accenting in the continuation are presented in (15a)–(15d).

(15a) Finally, the British spotted one of the monkeys in Malaysia and planted a radio tag on it.
(15b) Finally, the BRITISH spotted one of the monkeys in Malaysia and planted a radio tag on it.
(15c) Finally, the British spotted one of the monkeys in MALAYSIA and planted a radio tag on it.
(15d) Finally, the BRITISH spotted one of the monkeys in MALAYSIA and planted a radio tag on it.

Because pitch accenting is independently manipulated on each critical word, Experiment 2 provides a test of whether the mnemonic effects of the L+H* accent are due to facilitation, impairment, or both. If the L+H* accent works by impairing memory for other parts of the discourse, a particular target word should be less apt to be remembered if the other critical word in the continuation has an L+H* accent rather than an H* accent. For instance, hearing an L+H* accent on British might impair memory for Malaysia in (15b) relative to (15a). On the other hand, if pitch accents work only by enhancing encoding of the information on which they are placed, as suggested by the granularity and contrast representation accounts, then the pitch accent type on one word may not affect memory for the word in the other contrast set. Experiment 2 tests these predictions.

Method

Participants

Fifteen individuals participated in Experiment 2.

Materials

The same passages were used in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1. However, the type of pitch accent (H* or L+H*) on each word was now independently varied. Thus, each item could appear in one of four conditions: an L+H* on the first, the second, both, or neither of the critical words. Items were randomly assigned to conditions for each participant, with the constraint that 12 items were presented in each condition. As in Experiment 1, the referent from each contrast set that was specified in the continuation was also randomized for each participant. Stories were presented in a random order.

All 48 stories were used as critical stories in Experiment 2; there were no filler stories. Because the filler stories in Experiment 1 had not been recorded with L+H* accents, all of the stories had to be re-recorded for Experiment 2. The re-recordings were made by a different female research assistant who also had the appropriate Inland Northern American accent.

Again, to verify the manipulation, acoustic analyses were conducted on both the stressed syllable of the critical word alone and the entire critical word. Table 3 presents means and standard errors for intensity, duration, maximum pitch, difference between maximum and minimum pitch, and mean pitch for the Experiment 2 recordings. The H* and L+H* conditions again differed on all measures, both when the analyses were conducted on only the stressed syllable and when the analyses were conducted on the entire word. Fig. 3 displays a stylized representation of the pitch contours on the stressed syllables in Experiment 2.

Procedure

Aside from the change in stimuli, the procedure in Experiment 2 was the same as in Experiment 1.

Results

Recognition memory accuracy for each critical word was analyzed as a function of accent type on the critical word itself, the accent type on the other critical word in the story, and the critical word’s position within a story. Mean percent accuracy in each condition is displayed in Fig. 4. The first panel displays performance for the first critical word and the second panel displays performance for the second critical word.
A multi-level logit model was fit to the data. Log odds of a correct response on each trial were modeled as a function of the fixed effects for the accent on the target word, accent on the other critical word, word position, and all interactions of these factors, and of crossed random intercepts for subjects and items. Fixed effects were again coded using mean-centered contrast coding. The model was fit using the same software as the Experiment 1 model. Table 4 displays parameter estimates for this model.

The effect of the accent type on the critical word being tested was reliable. Log odds of a correct recognition memory response were 1.82 times greater (95% CI: [1.34, 2.47]) for critical words heard with the L + H* accent (M = 90% correct) than words heard with the H* accent (M = 83% correct). No other effects or interactions were reliable. The effect of accent on the other critical word did not approach significance. Moreover, the difference between the means was in the opposite direction predicted by an impairment effect; performance was numerically greater when the other word had an L + H* accent rather than an H* accent.

### Discussion

Experiment 2 replicated the benefit of the L + H* accent on memory that was observed in Experiment 1, providing additional evidence that differences in pitch accenting have consequences for long-term memory for a discourse.

Experiment 2 also directly tested whether changes in pitch accent type facilitate memory for the accented information, impair memory for other parts of the discourse, or both. The L + H* accent facilitated memory for a contrast set on which it was placed, but there was no evidence that an L + H* accent on one contrast set impaired memory for the other contrast set. This finding suggests that the effects of pitch accents are due to facilitation, not impairment.

Recall that in Experiment 1, memory for H*-accented words was worse if another word received an L + H* accent. In Experiment 1, however, the presence of a L + H* accent was confounded with the discourse content. Because Experiment 2 did not replicate this effect when this confound was absent, we attribute the difference between filler and target items observed in Experiment 1 to differences in discourse content.

Both Experiments 1 and 2 found that differences in pitch accenting enhance long-term memory for a discourse. This effect is not predicted by a theory in which pitch accounts only speed the initial identification of discourse status. Instead, it seems likely that the L + H* accent actually facilitates the encoding of the discourse, as proposed by both the granularity and contrast representation theories. However, these theories differ in their explanations of how accenting facilitates memory for a discourse.

The granularity account proposes that the L + H* accent results in semantic encoding as a subordinate rather than a superordinate category—for instance, encoding that the scientists who found the monkey were British, specifically, rather than encoding that they were European. Crucially, this account predicts that the L + H* accent should facilitate rejection of any other in-category items, such as Portuguese, whether they were part of the discourse or not. The contrast representation theory, alternately, proposes that the L + H* accent leads to enhanced encoding of what did not happen; i.e., memory that it was not the French who found the monkey. Consequently, under the contrast
representation account, the benefit from the L + H* should only apply to rejections of particular contrast items from the discourse, not to any potential alternative.

The forced choice task used in Experiments 1 and 2 does not provide information that would distinguish between these two possibilities. In a forced choice task, identification of the correct item could reflect memory for the correct item or rejection of any number of lures.

To tease apart the granularity and contrast representation accounts, we introduced a new test format in Experiment 3.

**Experiment 3**

Experiment 3 tested participants’ memory for discourse using a true–false verification task. Stories were presented in the same format as Experiments 1 and 2, consisting of a context passage (such as 10, reproduced below as 16) followed by a continuation (11, reproduced below as 17).

(16) Both the British and the French biologists had been searching Malaysia and Indonesia for the endangered monkeys.

(17) Finally, the British spotted one of the monkeys in Malaysia and planted a radio tag on it.

During the test phase, participants saw statements about the original stories and were told to indicate whether they were true or false. Each statement was tested in one of the three probe conditions: a correct statement (such as 18), a statement about the contrast item (such as 19), or a statement about a previously unmentioned, but within-category, lure (such as 20).

(18) The British scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.

(19) The French scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.

(20) The Portuguese scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.

Unlike the two alternative forced choice task used in Experiments 1 and 2, this task allows for a separate assessment for rejections of the contrast item, and rejections of an unmentioned but within-category item. If the effect of contrastive accenting is to create or enhance a memory representation of what did not happen (e.g. that the French scientists did not find the monkey), as predicted by the contrast representation theory, then the L + H* accent should facilitate rejections only of the contrast item (19). The benefit of remembering the French scientists did not find the monkey should not extend to rejections of an unmentioned lure like (20), which was not part of the original contrast set.

In comparison, the granularity theory proposes that L + H* accents primarily enhance representations of the correct item. Enhanced knowledge of the correct answer can facilitate rejections of lures in general (the phenomenon of recollection rejection; e.g. Brainerd, Reyna, and Estrada (2006) in the domain of discourse comprehension),

---

**Table 4**

Fixed effect estimates (top) and variance estimates (bottom) for multi-level logit model of correct recognition in Experiment 2 (N = 1600, log-likelihood: –607.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effect</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* accent on this word</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* accent on other word</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second position</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* on this word X L + H* on other word</td>
<td>–0.04</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>–0.12</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* on this word X second position</td>
<td>–0.13</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>–0.41</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* on other word X second position</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + H* on this word X L + H* on other word X second position</td>
<td>–0.35</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>–0.57</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effect s²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
but if this rejection is based on increased strength of the correct answer, it should apply to rejections of both lure types. That is, increasing the strength of the correct British statement in (18–20) may facilitate rejection of the lures, but it should not selectively facilitate rejections of the French lure over rejections of the Portuguese lure. Thus, the contrast representation account predicts that the L + H* accent should facilitate rejections of contrast lures but not unmentioned lures, whereas the granularity account predicts that any facilitation in rejection should apply to both lure types.

Experiment 3 also increased the lag between study and test to 24 h, providing a further test of the degree to which effects on pitch accenting on discourse processing persist.

Method

Participants

Thirty individuals participated in Experiment 3.

Materials

The same recordings as in Experiment 2 were used; however, only 36 of the 50 stories were included in Experiment 3. Stories that were eliminated from Experiment 2 were eliminated because there was not a third semantically plausible lure that could be used in the unmentioned lure condition (e.g. in one story, the original contrast was between boys and girls). In Experiment 3, subjects were randomly assigned to view one of six presentation lists. There were six critical conditions, resulting from a 2 × 3 factorial design: pitch accent (H* or L + H*) × probe type (correct item, contrast item, or unmentioned item). The assignment of each fact to conditions was counterbalanced across lists using a Latin Square design. Every list contained all 36 stories. The order of the stories was randomized in creating each list but was fixed for every use of that list.

Because only a subset of items was used in Experiment 3, the acoustic measures were re-conducted to verify that the H* and L + H* conditions differed reliably on all measures both on the stressed syllables and across the entire word.

For each story, two sets of test items were then constructed. Each set of items tested one of the two critical facts from the story. Within each set were three statements about one of the critical facts about the story. The statements varied only in whether they named the correct referent, the contrast item, or an unmentioned lure. For example, items (18–20), reproduced below as (21–23) below, test one of the facts from the monkey story, while items (24–26) test the other fact. Crucially, the items in each set did not reveal the answer to items in the other set. For example, viewing (21) would not reveal whether (24) was a true or false statement. This allowed both facts from each story to be tested separately.

(21) The British scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.
(22) The French scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.
(23) The Portuguese scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.
(24) The endangered monkey was finally spotted in Malaysia.
(25) The endangered monkey was finally spotted in Indonesia.
(26) The endangered monkey was finally spotted in the Philippines.

The complete list of test items is available in Appendix B.

As in prior experiments, the words chosen in the continuation from each contrast set were counterbalanced between participants; thus either (21) or (22) could be the correct statement depending on the counterbalancing. However, to control the contents of the contrast set between conditions, the lexical item used as the unmentioned lure was never used as a member of the contrast set; that is, (23) was always a false statement.

Procedure

Participants visited the lab for two sessions. The first session consisted of the study phase, in which the stories were presented aurally as in the first two experiments. Par-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>H*</th>
<th>L + H*</th>
<th>F(1, 157)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stressed syllable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity (dB)</td>
<td>71.76</td>
<td>74.81</td>
<td>213.34</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (ms)</td>
<td>269.48</td>
<td>396.89</td>
<td>140.35</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>243.40</td>
<td>311.28</td>
<td>931.90</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch difference (Hz)</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>103.35</td>
<td>281.09</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>221.59</td>
<td>267.34</td>
<td>454.62</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entire word</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity (dB)</td>
<td>71.13</td>
<td>73.41</td>
<td>132.91</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (ms)</td>
<td>497.16</td>
<td>744.34</td>
<td>397.68</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>252.00</td>
<td>305.62</td>
<td>636.25</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch difference (Hz)</td>
<td>54.05</td>
<td>121.54</td>
<td>433.72</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pitch (Hz)</td>
<td>220.96</td>
<td>243.90</td>
<td>112.41</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
participants returned to the lab twenty-four hours after the first session for the test phase. This delay was introduced to test the effects of pitch accenting over a longer retention interval and to ensure that correct rejection of the unmentioned lure was not at ceiling.

At the start of the second session, participants were instructed that they would see a series of statements about the stories from the previous session, and that some of the statements would be true and others false. Participants were instructed that they should respond true only if the statement was exactly true, or false if any part of the statement was false.

Test items were presented one at a time and participants indicated whether each was true or false by pressing a key on the keyboard. The two facts about each story were tested separately. Each fact was tested in only one probe condition; that is, participants would see only one of (21), (22) and (23) and one of (24), (25), and (26). Facts were presented in random order. The two facts about each story were not necessarily tested one after another.

**Results**

In Experiments 1 and 2, participants made a forced choice between the correct item and contrast item; performance in those experiments could be analyzed in terms of accuracy of these choices. However, Experiment 3 used a task in which participants responded true or false independently to correct probes, contrast probes, and unmentioned probes. Accuracy is an inappropriate dependent measure in this case because differences in mean accuracy across probe conditions might reflect general preferences to respond true or false rather than differences in memory fidelity. This confound can be addressed by detection-theoretic analyses, which permit decomposition of behavior into response bias and sensitivity (Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005; see also Wright, Horry, and Skagerberg (2008), for an application of detection theory to multi-level models using the log odds ratio).

To conduct this analysis, data from Experiment 3 were parameterized to reflect whether the participant responded true or false to each item. This parameterization permits an analysis of subjects’ true or false classifications in which sensitivity to an item’s truthfulness can be statistically and logically dissociated from baseline biases to respond true. Mean percentage of true responses in each condition is displayed in Fig. 5; these true responses are hits when responding to correct probes but are false alarms when responding to contrast and unmentioned probes.

Performance was analyzed using a multi-level logit model with true responses as the dependent variable, probe type and accent type and their interaction as fixed effects, and subjects and items as crossed random effects. The probe type variable was coded using effects coding to separately compare responses to the correct probes (to which true is a hit) with each of the two types of lures (to which true is a false alarm). Accent type was coded using mean-centered contrast coding, as before. Table 6 presents parameter estimates for this model.

The first parameter in this model represents participants’ overall bias to respond true or false. This parameter was not reliable, indicating that participants did not have an overall preference to respond true or false.

Subsequent parameters tested what factors affected participants’ likelihood of responding true. The contrast between correct and unmentioned probes was reliable; the odds ratio between true and false response was 5.08 times (95% CI: [3.92, 6.60]) greater for correct probes compared to unmentioned probes, indicating that participants correctly said true more to correct probes than to unmentioned probes. The contrast between correct probes and contrast probes in true responses was not reliable; the odds ratio between true and false responses was only 1.15 times (95% CI: [0.90, 1.48]) greater for correct probe than contrast probes.
Again, the important tests were the effects of pitch accent on participants’ responses within these probe types. If the effect of a contrastive accent was to induce an overall bias to respond true or false, regardless of the actual truthfulness of the probe, there would be a main effect of pitch accent independent of probe type. Importantly, however, the main effect of pitch accent on true or false responses was not reliable, indicating that the contrastive accent did not induce an overall bias to respond true or false.

Effects of pitch accent on the ability to actually discriminate true from false probes are re-presented in the model as interactions between pitch accent type and probe type on the rate of true responses. Pitch accent type reliably interacted with the contrast comparing correct and contrast items, reflecting the fact that the L + H* accent enhanced discrimination between the correct items and contrast item lures. The L + H* accent increased the odds ratio between correct and contrast probes by 2.18 times (95% CI: [1.33, 3.61]).

Crucially, however, the L + H* pitch accent did not reliably improve discrimination between correct and unmentioned items. In fact, the effect was numerically in the opposite direction; the L + H+ accent decreased the odds ratio between correct and unmentioned probes by 0.88 times (95% CI: [0.52, 1.48]) relative to the H+ accent, but this difference was not reliable. This absence of a benefit is predicted by the contrast-encoding theory but not by the granularity theory. The failure of the L + H* accent to benefit rejections of the unmentioned probe cannot be attributed to a ceiling effect in the unmentioned probe condition; participants still made false alarms 30% of the time in the unmentioned condition.

Discussion

Experiment 3 compared the contrast-encoding and granularity accounts of pitch accenting by comparing the effects of pitch accenting on three types of probes: correct items, contrast items, and unmentioned items.

Overall, participants were more accurate in rejecting contrast probes than unmentioned probes. This baseline difference between lure types might reflect the effects of familiarity or prior discourse status; the contrast items had been seen during the study phase whereas the unmentioned items were novel in the context of the experiment and new to the discourse.

The key test of theories of pitch accents, however, is the differing effect of the L + H* accents within each of the two lure types. The L + H* accent facilitated discrimination between correct items and contrast item lures. However, the L + H+ accent did not facilitate discrimination between correct items and unmentioned lures that belonged to the same semantic category but that were not part of the contrast set in the discourse. The failure of the L + H+ accent to affect discrimination between correct and unmentioned lures cannot be attributed to a ceiling effect; participants failed to reject the unmentioned lures nearly a third of the time. The effects of L + H+ are also not due to response bias; the change in accent type did not alter the overall tendency to respond true or false.

Experiment 3 also added an additional challenge for participants in that it introduced a new test format that required participants to affirm or reject statements. In general, participants often perform poorly on such tasks; they frequently affirm erroneous statements such as (27), even when debriefing questionnaires confirm they indeed knew that it was Noah, not Moses, who took animals on the ark. (This phenomenon is often termed the Moses illusion; for review, see Park and Reder (2004) and Sanford and Sturt (2002).)

(27) Moses took two animals of each kind of the ark.

We attempted to reduce participants’ tendency to endorse such statements by emphasizing in the instructions that statements should be rejected if any part of the statement seemed false. Nevertheless, the general difficulty of rejecting such erroneous statements might explain why participants sometimes incorrectly affirmed the false statements—especially those lures that involved the contrast items, which had been previously mentioned in the discourse. Importantly, however, task difficulty cannot explain the selective benefit of the L + H* accent in facilitating rejections of the contrast statements. If the contrast statements were simply too confusing to reject, no manipulation should have facilitated performance in that condition, yet this was precisely the condition where the L + H* accent was beneficial. Moreover, the detection-theoretic analysis found that the benefit from the L + H* accent in rejecting the contrast statements was independent of any overall bias to respond true to these statements.

In summary, Experiment 3 found that contrastive accents facilitated rejections of contrast lures but not of unmentioned lures. These results are most consistent with the contrast encoding hypothesis: changes in pitch accenting may lead to encoding of a contrast, which facilitates rejection of the contrast set, but does not facilitate rejections of unmentioned items that were never part of the contrast set. The present results are inconsistent with a granularity account in which the accented information itself is encoded more precisely. To the extent the L + H* accent improves rejection of the lures by facilitating recollection of the correct target, rejections of any within-category lure should have been improved by the contrastive accent, contrary to the results of Experiment 3.

General discussion

In three experiments, we assessed participants’ memory for short, recorded discourses as a function of the type of pitch accent applied to critical words within the discourses. In all three experiments, memory for words spoken with an L + H* accent was more accurate than for words spoken with an H+ accent; in Experiment 3, these effects were found to persist at least as long as one day. These downstream effects of pitch accents are not predicted by a theory of pitch accenting in which pitch accents only speed the initial identification of the discourse status of referents.
Several accounts of this memory effect were tested. Experiment 2 tested whether the advantage of the L + H* was due to enhanced memory for information receiving the L + H*, as predicted by the granularity and contrast representation accounts, or due to impaired memory for information that did not receive the L + H*. In Experiment 2, pitch accents were independently manipulated on two different details in the story. The presence of an L + H* accent on one word facilitated memory for that detail, but did not impair memory for the other detail in the story. This suggests that the advantage for contrastive accenting lies in improved memory for contrastively accented information and not in impaired memory for other parts of the discourse.

Experiment 3 pitted the granularity account, in which manipulations of focus enhance the encoding of the target information, against a contrast representation account, in which contrastive accents lead to greater encoding of the contrast set. Because the stimuli explicitly specified the contrast set in the discourse, rejections of lures regarding the contrast set could be compared to rejections of lures regarding unmentioned items. If the L + H* accent benefits memory because superior recollection of the target information enhances rejection of lures, as predicted by the granularity account, the effect should apply equally to rejections of both types of lures. However, Experiment 3 found that the memory benefit extended only to rejections of items in a previously mentioned contrast set and not to other within-category items.

These results are most consistent with the contrast representation theory. An L + H* accent may lead listeners to encode additional information about what did not happen, improving later rejections of contrast set items but not rejection of information outside the contrast set. This theory is consistent with linguistic theories (e.g., Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990) that have described the L + H* accent as contrastive. It is also consistent with the findings of Braun and Tagliapietra (in press), who found that contrastive accents primed features of contrast items, but not features of related but non-contrastive items. The present experiments extend this work to show that differences in pitch accenting have long-term consequences for encoding and representation of a discourse. Pitch accents are not merely a tool for setting up an initial discourse representation but have consequences for the representation of a discourse at least a day later.

**Pitch accents and perception**

An alternate account of the effects of pitch accenting on memory is that they result only from the acoustic or perceptual characteristics of accented words, rather than discursive or pragmatic information associated with the accents. In the present study, the words produced with the L + H* accent had greater duration, intensity, and pitch excursion than the H* words, so the words themselves were more salient.

However, several pieces of evidence suggest that the effects of pitch accents are not limited to their perceptual characteristics. If the L + H* accent served only to make a word more perceptually salient, it should facilitate memory performance for that word regardless of the probe type. However, Experiment 3 found that the benefit in memory from the L + H* accent applied more selectively: the L + H* accent facilitated rejections of contrast items but not of unmentioned words. This result is predicted by the contrast representation account but not by a perceptual account.

Second, facilitation of memory from pitch accenting is consistent with findings that other manipulations of linguistic focus improve memory even if they do not necessarily increase perceptual availability. Manipulating focus through pseudocleft constructions or prior discourse context improves change detection in printed sentences (Sturt et al., 2004), without necessarily changing the acoustic or perceptual characteristics of the words themselves.

Finally, when perceptual salience is manipulated, it does not always enhance semantic processing. Kamas, Reder, and Ayers (1996) tested participants’ ability to detect semantic anomalies such as the aforementioned Moses illusion: Noah, not Moses, took animals on the ark, making (28) a false statement. Kamas et al. found that increasing the salience of the anomalous word by presenting it in all caps, as in (28), did not increase participants’ sensitivity to the presence of an anomaly. Rather, capitalization simply increased participants’ bias to respond that the sentence contained an anomaly, regardless of whether or not it actually did.

(28) MOSES took two animals of each kind of the ark.

Nevertheless, pitch accenting clearly does affect the perceptual characteristics of words. Accented words tend to be longer and more intense than de-accented words (Ladd, 1996), and words with contrastive accents may have further differences in pitch, boundary tones, and post-word pausing (e.g., Selkirk, 2002). These differences are probably not coincidental. If pitch accents signal new or contrastive information, making those words particularly perceptually salient may facilitate communication.

**Identification and beyond**

In all three experiments, pitch accents were observed to influence representations of a discourse well after its initial presentation. In Experiment 3, pitch accents affected memory for the discourse even a day after the study phase. These results are evidence against a strict identification account of pitch accenting in which pitch accents affect only the initial identification of the discourse status of referents and have no effect on the final representation of the discourse.

Effects of pitch accenting on memory have been mixed in the literature to date. All three experiments reported here found benefits on contrastive pitch accenting on long-term memory, and Sanford et al. (2006) found similar benefits across a shorter retention interval. However, Almor and Eimas (2008), using similar short, recorded discourses, found no effect of contrastive pitch accenting on long-term memory. The reason for the differences in results across experiments is not immediately clear. One
reason may be that the discourses used by Almor and Eimas were simpler and shorter than those in other experiments, which may have permitted less opportunity for contrastive accents to benefit memory.

It is unlikely that all of the effects of pitch accents on later memory can be attributed to initial identification processes. To some extent, quickly identifying the discourse status of referents might facilitate memory simply because it permits more time to encode details about those referents. However, such a mechanism cannot explain the qualitative differences observed in Experiment 3, in which changes in pitch accenting were observed to influence rejection of contrast lures but not unmentioned lures. If the contrastive accents simply resulted in a quantitative shift in the amount of time for encoding, they should improve performance across all conditions. Instead, these results suggest that contrastive accents modulate discourse representation even beyond the initial interpretation of discourse status; e.g., by leading to the encoding of information about a contrast set.

Of course, it is likely that pitch accents also affect the initial interpretation of discourse status. Using eye-tracking, Dahan et al. (2002) find that participants rapidly interpret accented noun phrases as referring to discourse-new referents and de-accented noun phrases as referring to given referents. The present study does not imply that pitch accents have no effect on initial interpretation of a discourse. Rather, it suggests that pitch accents can produce qualitative changes in the representation of a discourse in addition to their role in speeding its initial interpretation.

Facilitation and impairment

Across three experiments, target words receiving an L+H* pitch accent were remembered better than words receiving an H* pitch accent. Experiment 2 independently manipulated the accent on each referent to test whether these effects were due to the L+H* accent facilitating memory for information on which it was placed or impairing memory for other parts of the discourse. The results of this experiment found relatively local effects of the L+H* accent: the L+H* accent facilitated memory for the contrast set on which it was placed and did not impair memory for the other contrast set.

Other experiments on memory for a discourse have used manipulations that did impair memory relative to a baseline level. For example, when one referent was placed in a cleft construction, referents outside the cleft were remembered worse than when no cleft was present (Sanford, Price, & Sanford, 2009). Differences in the manipulations across experiments suggest possible boundary conditions for this memory impairment effect. In the experiments on clefting, the non-clefted referent was outside the scope of linguistic focus, and memory for it decreased. In the present experiments, the targets were always accented and in focus; the manipulation was whether the accent type was a presentational (H*) or contrastive (L+H*) accent. In this case, placing a contrastive accent on one piece of information did not impair memory for other information that received a presentational accent.

One possible interpretation of these differing results is that focus on just one referent may impair memory for other referents. However, when focus is distributed over multiple pieces of information, manipulations of the type of pitch accenting on each item—such as a presentational vs. contrastive accent—may not affect memory for the other information.

Focus and contrast

Pitch accents have been argued to reflect linguistic focus (e.g., Schwarzschild, 1999; Selkirk, 1986). However, linguistic theories differ as to the precise role of focus. For example, Rooth (1992) proposed an alternative semantics account of focus in English, in which focus evokes a set of relevant alternatives for the focused referent. In other accounts, focus may be interpreted as existential presupposition (Rooth, 1999). Or, focus may reflect any of several constraints and not have any specific interpretation; rather, it is only lack of focus that is specifically interpreted to signal givenness (Schwarzschild, 1999). Findings from Experiment 3 are consistent with an alternative semantics account in which focus is associated with relevant alternatives: the L+H* pitch accent facilitated correct rejections of the alternative item in the contrast set, but not rejections of lures outside of the contrast set.

The alternative semantics theory of focus also integrates the current findings with prior findings on the effects of pitch accenting and other manipulations of focus. Recall that manipulations of pitch accenting have sometimes been observed to facilitate semantic processing even when the prior discourse did not provide an explicit contrast set; for example, the L+H* accent increased the odds of detecting the change of wallet to purse in the experiment by Sanford et al. (2006). However, the alternative semantics theory of focus proposes that focused constituents evoke alternatives. That is, hearing the money from the WALLET may have led participants to consider the money from the purse as an alternative, and thus increased the likelihood that participants noticed the change. This explanation is supported by the finding that a contrastive accent on a word like antenna can prime possible contrast items like dish, even when those items have not been specifically mentioned in the discourse (Braun & Tagliaferri, in press).

The present experiments differed from past work in that the discourse established an explicit contrast set (e.g., between British and French scientists only). In this case, an L+H* accent on one of the items facilitated correct rejection only of the item from the contrast set and not other unmentioned lures. This suggests that the discourse context may modulate the size of the set of alternatives evoked by focus. When an item has been mentioned as part of an explicit contrast set, the alternatives may be limited to those items in the contrast set; when the discourse does not provide a contrast set, a wider set of alternatives may be considered.

One question that remains unresolved is the specific nature of the contrast evoked by the L+H* accent. For example, does considering a contrast item like French lead listeners to consider only general properties of French, or to elaborate on the role of the contrast item in the particular
discourse? To the extent that contrastive accents did not shift encoding so greatly as to completely avert errors in memory, any shifts in encoding may be relatively subtle, but the specific nature of these changes remains to be determined.

Conclusion

In three experiments, the L + H* pitch accent was found to facilitate memory for a discourse compared to the H* accent. This difference extended to memory for the discourse up to a day later, extending prior findings about the effects of pitch accenting on online language comprehension. Moreover, Experiment 3 provides evidence that this difference is driven by facilitated rejection only of contrast items, and not of other false items, consistent with theories that relate some pitch accents to contrast.
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Appendix A

Stimuli for all experiments

1. Experiment 1: critical
   Context: After the old mansion was finally sold to a new owner, a plumber was sent in to inspect the bathroom and kitchen to make sure that they were up to standards. He was horrified to discover that there were pests as well as leaks.
   Continuation: He was able to get rid of the (pests/leaks) in the (bathroom/kitchen), but he had to send for another team to fix the rest. It was one of the worst messes he’d ever seen.

2. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3
   Context: The local parks commission had a busy meeting on Wednesday to decide how to spend its money for the year. People disagreed on whether the commission should focus its resources on expanding the parks or tidying the existing parkland. The parents wanted a playground and the teenagers wanted a skateboard park.
   Continuation: After a long debate, a compromise was worked out to (tidy/expand) the parks and build a (playground/skateboard park), but it didn’t seem like anyone was very happy with the decision.

3. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3
   Context: When the strange respiratory disease began spreading, the scientists knew they had to determine whether it was caused by a bacteria or by a virus, and if it infected the lungs or the throat. The research labs worked ‘round the clock.
   Continuation: After discovering the cause was a (bacteria/virus) found in the (lungs/throat), the scientists passed the information on to medical specialists who began to work on a cure.

4. Experiment 1: critical
   Context: As a rising star in the world of chess, the young prodigy had received challenges from both a well-known grandmaster and from the creators of a chess-playing computer. The prodigy wanted to accept the challenges, but knew he would have to play harder than he ever had before. He considered both a more aggressive style and a more defensive one.
   Continuation: After losing the first game against the (computer/grandmaster) using the (aggressive/defensive) style, the prodigy changed tactics and rallied back to win the second and third games.

5. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3
   Context: The director and producer of a forthcoming film were having a big dispute over the budget and screenplay.
   Continuation: When an agreement couldn’t be reached on the (budget/screenplay), the (director/producer) quit.

6. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3
   Context: Both the doctors and the nurses were pleased with the renovation of the hospital, which brightened the rooms and improved the air conditioning during the hot summer months.
   Continuation: The (doctors/nurses) were particularly pleased to have the (brighter/cooler) rooms.

7. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 3
   Context: Thanks to an anonymous donor, the playground at Jefferson Elementary recently acquired a new jungle gym and a slide for the playground.
   Continuation: The (jungle gym/slide) seemed especially popular among the kids, as all the (boys/girls) would gather there every recess.

8. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3
   Context: Both the British and the French biologists had been searching Malaysia and Indonesia for the endangered monkeys.
   Continuation: Finally, the (British/French) spotted one of the monkeys in (Malaysia/Indonesia) and planted a radio tag on it.

9. Experiment 1: critical
   Context: The new product line had tested poorly, and the CEO of the company was uncertain whether to revise it or abandon it. She met with the research team and the marketing team to get their input.
   Continuation: Eventually, she decided to heed the advice of the (research/marketing) team and (revise/abandon) the product line.

10. Experiment 1: critical
    Context: The newspaper didn’t have the resources to cover both the fire and the robbery, so the editor assigned the paper’s best reporter and photographer to cover one of the two stories.
Continuation: This turned out to be a good decision, because the (reporter’s/photographer’s) work on the (fire/ robbery) story was later nominated for an award.

11. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Strangely enough, on the same day, both the Boston-based and the Houston-based publisher released new books about the Civil War and the Great Depression.

Continuation: Critics judged the book about the (Civil War/Great Depression) from the (Boston/Houston) publisher to be the best of the bunch.

12. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Mike’s doctor told him that he should get more exercise, so Mike considered walking or biking to work. He also thought about swimming or hiking.

Continuation: The only way he could fit all those activities into his schedule, though, was to (walk/bike) to work and (swim/hike) on the weekends. After a month, Mike’s doctor was quite pleased with his progress.

13. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: To win the hand of the Baroness’s daughter, the English and the Scottish knights competed in a tournament of jousting and archery.

Continuation: Both knights gave it their best, but the (English/Scottish) knight emerged victorious during the (jousting/archery) competition and married the daughter.

14. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Stephanie had planned on going to the grocery store and post office yesterday afternoon. However, when she left her house, she saw the snowstorm had left many of the streets covered with snow and ice.

Continuation: She managed to complete one of her errands, but since the (grocery store/post office) was surrounded by (snow/ice), she decided to come back another day rather than risk driving.

15. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: The local bowling lanes had gotten to be quite popular. The lanes were inexpensive and open to everyone of all skill levels, as long as they obeyed two simple rules: no outside food or drinks were allowed, and everyone had to wear bowling shoes. Thanks to these friendly policies, bowling leagues had been formed by both the firefighters and the architects.

Continuation: But when some of the (architects/firefighters) were found with (drinks/shoes) that were not allowed, management had no choice but to temporarily ban them from the lanes.

16. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Originally, the space probe was designed to fly past Mars and Jupiter and send photographs and videos back to NASA from both planets.

Continuation: However, due to a glitch in the system, the (photos/videos) from (Mars/Jupiter) were lost.

17. Experiment 1: critical, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Before each game, the quarterback always polished his helmet and shoes to give himself good luck. He thought that if he didn’t, he might throw an interception or fumble the ball.

Continuation: So, when he lost the ball to (a fumble/an interception) during the second quarter, he blamed it on the fact that he had forgotten to polish his (helmet/shoes) before the game.
and Chris joined the band.

Context: Expectations were high for the Danish ski team as the Olympics began. The famed veteran, who was still recovering from an injury, would be competing against the up-and-coming rookie.

Continuation: The race was thrilling and everyone was surprised when the (rookie/veteran) won the (gold/silver).

27. Experiment 1: filler

Context: Mary was having an awful time trying to renew her driver's license. She would been on the phone all day trying to figure out if she was supposed to pay by mail or in person. She talked to several people at the DMV, and no one could tell her whether to pay by check or by credit card.

Continuation: Finally, she was able to talk to a customer service representative who explained that she could pay (by mail/in person) using a (check/credit card).

28. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Steve and his wife had been wanting to visit the Grand Canyon and the Everglades. Steve's employer told him he could take a week of vacation either in the spring or in the fall.

Continuation: Steve and his family considered their options before eventually deciding to visit the (Everglades/Grand Canyon) in the (spring/fall).

29. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Annette completed all her holiday shopping her brother and her father while on vacation in Germany. She stopped in a gift shop in Munich and bought a T-shirt and a book of German item.

Continuation: She decided to give her (brother/father) the (book/T-shirt). He was very happy to get it and said it was his favorite of the gifts he received that year.

30. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Two best friends from college, Matt and Eric, ended up as rival salesmen at Coke and Pepsi.

Continuation: They had a friendly competition going, but the winner was almost always (Matt/Eric), who worked for (Coke/Pepsi).

31. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: The cop surveyed the room where the body was found. It wasn't obvious whether it was a murder or a suicide, so he sent the fingerprints and blood samples he found on the gun to forensics.

Continuation: Analysis of the (fingerprints/blood) revealed the death to be a (murder/suicide).

32. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Andrea never enjoyed flying, but with both a professional conference and a wedding to attend this month, she knew she'd have to grin and bear it. She just hoped her flights didn't get delayed or canceled.

Continuation: Unfortunately, her fears were confirmed when, on her way to the (conference/wedding), her flight was (delayed/canceled).

33. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: When the rock band first formed, the band-leader both sang and played guitar. Later, after Lauren and Chris joined the band...

Continuation: . . . (Lauren/Chris) took over as (vocalist/guitarist).

34. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2

Context: Before the presidential debate, the moderator prepared a number of questions for the two candidates. She selected a number of questions about both Social Security and the environment.

Continuation: During the debate, she decided to ask the (Democrat/Republican) about (Social Security/the environment).

35. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2

Context: When the book club was first formed, its members decided they should read both fiction and non-fiction works. They also wanted to read a mix of classics and new books.

Continuation: So, the leaders of the club decided that the first book they would read would be a (classic/new) work of (fiction/non-fiction), but that they would read something different for the book after that.

36. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Although Jennifer owned both a cat and a rabbit, the two pets got along great with each other. There wasn't a problem until her cousin visited and brought along her ferret and bird.

Continuation: Jennifer's (cat/rabbit) hated the cousin's (ferret/bird), and chaos broke out in the house.

37. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: When Mary and Jessica saw each other at the high school reunion, they were surprised and amused by each other's career choices. Both of them had swore they'd never end up as accountants or secretaries.

Continuation: But, sure enough, (Mary/Jessica) was now (an accountant/a secretary).

38. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2

Context: Michelle had finally set aside enough money to buy a new computer, but she wasn't sure whether she wanted a PC or a Mac, and if she should get a desktop or a laptop computer. She talked to her friend Jim, who was a computer expert.

Continuation: Jim recommended a (PC/Mac) (desktop/laptop) as best suiting her needs.

39. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Tina was disappointed when she realized that both the concert and the play were both scheduled for Thursday evening, and that she could only go to one of them. She figured she would just go to the one that was closest, but then her boyfriend suggested the cheaper alternative to save money.

Continuation: By Thursday morning, she still hadn't decided, but she and her boyfriend eventually decided on the (concert/play) since it was (closer/cheaper).

40. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: The meteorologist had predicted bad weather for the weekend, saying that there would either be sleet or hail. Julia thought about canceling her trip to the beach when she heard the forecast.

Continuation: But she was glad that she didn't, because the only bad weather ended up being the (sleet/hail) on (Saturday/Sunday).

41. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

Context: Ben had made it to the last round of the game show. Now, he had to choose to open either the blue door or the red door to claim his prize. Behind one of the doors...
was a new car and behind the other was a goat. But he only got one chance to pick.

**Continuation:** Nervously, Ben opened the (blue/red) door and discovered the (goat/car).

42. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** The renowned fashion designer divided his time between Venice and Paris while working on his new lines of shirts and dresses.

**Continuation:** When the designs had been finished, he decided to unveil the (shirts/dresses) at an upcoming show in (Venice/Paris).

43. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2

**Context:** The grade school class took a trip to the natural history museum, where the children were enthralled by the dinosaur skeleton. They had just been learning about what different animals ate, so the children wanted to know whether the dinosaur ate plants or animals, and whether it used sight or smell to look for food.

**Continuation:** Happy to see the children so excited, the museum guide explained that this species ate (plants/animals) that it found by (sight/smell).

44. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** Bridget was planning a day in the city, since she had been thinking about the museum or the art gallery. Representative from the company met with a golfer and a baseball pitcher...

**Continuation:** ...before the company decided to sign the (golfer/pitcher) to endorse the (jackets/hats).

45. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** Bridget was planning a day in the city, since she'd been thinking about the museum or the art gallery. She knew there would be a lot of traffic, so she planned to take either the bus or the train instead of driving.

**Continuation:** After checking a city map, she decided the best plan was to take the (bus/train) to the (museum/gallery).

46. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** The fraternity and sorority were competing to raise the most money to fight cancer and AIDS, so they held a number of fundraisers.

**Continuation:** The most successful fundraiser was the haunted house, which helped the (fraternity/sorority) raise money for (cancer/AIDS).

47. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** Dorothy's car had been hit in an accident. Fortunately, she was unharmed thanks to her seat belt and airbag, and it didn't seem like the damage to the car was too bad either. Just to make sure, though, she took the car to a mechanic to make sure that the engine and transmission were still working fine. The mechanic told her the collision had been worse than she'd thought.

**Continuation:** The (engine/transmission) was broken and she'd have been seriously injured if she hadn't been using the (seatbelt/airbag).

48. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** The city was thrilled when both the poet and the novelist who lived there won Pulitzer Prizes in the same year. The mayor planned to hold a parade and banquet in their honor.

**Continuation:** However, shunning publicity, the (poet/novelist) declined to attend the (parade/banquet).

49. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** A new children's movie had just been released about a farm where the cows and horses can all talk. The farm is threatened by bankruptcy and crop disease.

**Continuation:** However, the efforts of a heroic (cow/horse) end up saving the farm from (bankruptcy/disease).

50. Experiment 1: filler, Experiment 2, Experiment 3

**Context:** Brad went fishing at the lake this past weekend, hoping to catch some catfish or bass. He hadn't been fishing in a long time, though, and was out of practice. Most of the fish that he hooked got away.

**Continuation:** But, he did manage to reel in a few (catfish/bass) during the (morning/afternoon).

**Appendix B**

**Test probes for Experiment 3**

2A. The local parks commission decided to build a (playground/skatepark/dog park).

2B. The local parks commission decided to focus its resources on (tidying/expanding/landscaping) the parkland.

3A. The research labs discovered that the cause of the respiratory disease was a (bacteria/virus/fungus).

3B. The research labs discovered that the respiratory disease infected the (lungs/throat/mouth).

5A. The forthcoming film ran into trouble when the (director/producer/star) quit.

5B. Someone quit the forthcoming film because of a dispute over the (budget/screenplay/marketing).

6A. The (doctors/nurses/patients) at the hospital were particularly pleased by the renovations.

6B. People at the hospital were particularly pleased by the (brighter/cooler/larger) rooms.

7A. The new (jungle gym/slide/swingset) at Jefferson Elementary was particularly popular.

7B. The (boys/girls/teachers) at Jefferson Elementary always gathered at the same place during every recess period.

8A. The (British/French/Portuguese) scientists spotted the endangered monkey and tagged it.

8B. The endangered monkey was finally spotted in (Malaysia/Indonesia/the Philippines).

11A. Critics were especially pleased by the new book about the (Civil War/Great Depression/American Revolution).

11B. The history book that the critics liked best was from the publisher in (Boston/Houston/Philadelphia).

12A. To get more exercise, Mike decided to (walk/bike/jog) to work.

12B. To get more exercise, Mike decided to (swim/hike/climb) on the weekends.

13A. The (English/Scottish/Welsh) knight married the baroness's daughter.

13B. The competition to marry the baroness's daughter was resolved by the (jousting/archery/fencing) contest.

14A. Because of the storm yesterday, Stephanie couldn't make it to the (grocery store/post office/gas station).

14B. Stephanie couldn't complete all of her errands yesterday because of the (snow/ice/debris) on the road.
15A. The (architects'/firefighters'/electricians') bowling league was temporarily banned from the local bowling lanes due to a rule violation.

15B. The management of the bowling lanes had to ban one of the leagues for bringing (drinks/shoes/food) not allowed.

16A. NASA lost some of the (photos/videos/measurements) from the space probe due to a glitch.

16B. Due to a glitch in the space probe, NASA lost some of the recordings from (Mars/Jupiter/Saturn).

17A. The quarterback blamed a (fumble/interception/penalty) on the fact that he hadn't polished everything for good luck.

17B. The quarterback blamed his bad performance during the second quarter on the fact that he hadn't polished his (helmet/shoes/ring) before the game.

19A. Elizabeth baked a cake for her best friend's birthday that used (vanilla/lemon/almond) extract.

19B. Elizabeth baked a cake for her best friend's birthday that used (two eggs/three eggs/one egg).

20A. Suzanne's first job as a translator at the McKee Company was to translate (a contract/an invoice/a prospectus).

20B. The McKee Company hired Suzanne to translate documents from (Chinese/Korean/Vietnamese).

22A. The (Germans/Japanese/Dutch) were responsible for the crucial breakthrough in the development of the new computer chip.

22B. The breakthrough in developing the new computer chip was making the chip (smaller/cooler/faster).

23A. Because the critic caught the flu, he only had a chance to visit the (Mexican/Greek/Indian) restaurant.

23B. The food critic gave a favorable review to the (specials/entrees/desserts) at one of the new restaurants.

28A. Steve and his wife decided to go to (the Everglades/the Grand Canyon/Yellowstone) on vacation.

28B. Steve and his wife decided to visit a national park for vacation during the (spring/fall/summer).

29A. Annette gave her (brother/father/son) a gift from the gift shop in Munich that he was very happy to get.

29B. Annette's gift of a (shirt/book/mug) from Munich was a favorite for its recipient.

30A. The winner of the sales contest between college friends was almost always (Matt/Eric/Dan).

30B. The winner of the sales contest between college friends was almost always the (Coke/Pepsi/Dr. Pepper) salesman.

31A. The forensics team discovered that the death was the result of a (murder/suicide/accident).

31B. After receiving the gun, the forensics team determined the cause of death based on the (fingerprints/blood/ballistics).

32A. Andrea had to suffer through a (delayed/canceled/redirected) flight while traveling this month.

32B. Andrea encountered flight problems on her way to a (conference/wedding/job interview).

33A. The leader of the rock band changed roles when someone else took over as (vocalist/guitarist/keyboardist).

33B. After joining the rock band, (Lauren/Chris/Dave) took over one of the bandleader's roles.

36A. Jennifer's (cat/rabbit/hamster) had a problem with one of her cousin's pets.

36B. Chaos broke out at Jennifer's house because of her cousin's (ferret/bird/dog).

37A. At the high school reunion, the friends were amused by (Mary/Jessica/Catherine)'s career choice.

37B. At the high school reunion, the friends were surprised that one of them was now (an accountant/secretary/banker).

39A. Tina and her boyfriend made their decision about what to do on Thursday by choosing the (closer/cheaper/shorter) event.

39B. Tina and her boyfriend didn't decide to attend the (concert/play/movie) until Thursday morning.

40A. The only bad weather during Julia's trip to the beach was on (Friday/Saturday/Sunday).

40B. The only bad weather during Julia's trip to the beach was the (sleet/hail/rain).

41A. On the game show, Ben chose the prize behind the (blue/red/green) door.

41B. The door that Ben opened on the game show had a (goat/car/boat) behind it as the prize.

42A. The fashion designer decided where he would unveil his new line of (shirts/dresses/shoes).

42B. The fashion designer planned to unveil some of his new work at an upcoming show in (Venice/Paris/London).

44A. The sporting goods manufacturer decided to sign the (golfer/pitcher/swimmer) to endorse one of its products.

44B. After the meetings, the sporting goods manufacturer signed an athlete to endorse its (jackets/hats/watches).

45A. There was a lot of traffic in the city, so Bridget took the (bus/train/subway) instead of driving.

45B. Bridget visited the (museum/gallery/planetarium) during her day in the city.

46A. The haunted house fundraiser was organized by the (fraternity/sorority/dorm).

46B. The haunted house fundraiser raised money to fight (cancer/AIDS/MS).

47A. Dorothy would have been hurt in the car accident if it hadn't been for her (seatbelt/airbag/fenders).

48A. The (parade/banquet/press conference) was not attended by one of the city's Pulitzer Prize winners.

48B. The (poet/novelist/composer) who won the Pulitzer Prize shunned publicity and declined to attend one of the celebratory events.

49A. In the new children's movie, a talking (cow/horse/chicken) saves the farm.

49B. In the new children's movie, a talking animal saves the farm from (bankruptcy/a disease/an earthquake).

50A. Brad caught a few (catfish/bass/trout) at the lake this past weekend.

50B. When Brad went fishing at the lake this past weekend, he caught most of the fish during the (morning/midday/afternoon).